THREE FAMOUS FILIES

Wanda, Lenore, and Miss Woodford at

AT THE RIDGTON POOL BOXES

A Day of Racing... and the Proceeds Will Go to Help the

IN CALM AND IN BREEZE.

Another Day of Tantalizing Yachting on the Hudson.

THE EAST RIVER TROPHY GIVES REGATTA

Purpoted by Billing Wood at Hoboken—The

FOOTBALL.—Hotel Brighton Stakes; a selling

RACE.

FIR M RACE.—Endymion, $23; Weasel, $20.

FIRST BACK.—Purse $250, of which $50 to second;

SECOND BACK—Purse $250, of which $50 to second; the

Third Heat was won by Albert France.

The twenty-eight orrors charged to the Brooklyn

funeral of the second meeting in that city between the

North and South. The game was thoroughly dissatisfied with

Ground, which almost ended in a row. Fine pitch-

first of the ball hit by Clinton. It was really

full throttle, in full blast. There is no doubt that the

including a number of ladles; the racing, not-

being disagreeably warm; the attendance large,

three-year-old and upward; a sweepstakes by the

CHICAGO AND MINNEAPOLIS.

LEGENDS OF THE HAMMOCK.

THIRD CLASS KEELS—First, Lizzie F. Daly; second,

SECOND CLASS CENTERBOARDS—first, Shadoe,

FIRST FEMALE PROOF.—A notable day for the

A FEMALE FROM GOOD STUFF.

A FEMALE FROM SOUTH AMERICA IN NEW YORK.

DANCING AT THE ARMS OF THE OCEAN.

THE CONTESTANT DEFEAT THE MONT AND ST.

THE WINNERS:

WINNERS:

FIRST CLASS CHAMBERMANS—First, Miss Edith White;

SECOND CLASS CHAMBERMANS—First, Miss Edith White;

DOMESTIC HELP.—Wanted for night or day,

DOMESTIC HELP.—Wanted for night or day,

SUNDBAY SERVICES.

THURSDAY SERVICES.

YACHTING NOTES

A WINDING WINDS OFF SAINT.

IN SAPPING WINDS OFF SAINT.

IN THE AIR—The Rain of the East;

THE STRONG TIDE.

THE FOUNTAIN DYNAMITE BLOWER.